Human infants develop language remarkably rapidly and without overt instruction. We argue that the distinctive ontogenesis of child language arises from the interplay of three factors: domain-specific principles of language (Universal Grammar), external experience, and properties of non-linguistic domains of cognition including general learning mechanisms and principles of efficient computation. We review developmental evidence that children make use of hierarchically composed structures ('Merge') from the earliest stages and at all levels of linguistic organization. At the same time, longitudinal trajectories of development show sensitivity to the quantity of specific patterns in the input, which suggests the use of probabilistic processes as well as inductive learning mechanisms that are suitable for the psychological constraints on language acquisition. By considering the place of language in human biology and evolution, we propose an approach that integrates principles from Universal Grammar and constraints from other domains of cognition. We outline some initial results of this approach as well as challenges for future research.
1. Internal and external factors in language acquisition

Where does language come from? Legend has it that the Egyptian Pharaoh Psamtik I ordered the ultimate experiment to be conducted on two newborn children. The story was first recorded in Herodotus’s *Histories*. At the Pharaoh’s instruction, the story goes, the children were raised in isolation and thus devoid of any linguistic input. Evidently pursuing a recapitulationist line, the Pharaoh believed that child language would reveal the historical root of all human languages. The first word the newborns produced was *bekos*, meaning “bread” in the now extinct language, Phrygian. This identified Phrygian, to the Pharaoh’s satisfaction, as the original tongue.

 Needless to say, this story must be taken with a large pinch of salt. For starters, we now know that consonants such as /s/ in *bekos* are very rare in early speech: the motor control for its articulation requires forcing airflow through partial opening of the vocal tract (hence the hissing sound), and this takes a long time for children to master and is often replaced by other consonants (Locke, 1995; Vilhman, 2013). Furthermore, the very first words children produce tend to follow a consonant-vowel (CV) template; even if /s/ were properly articulated, it would almost surely be followed by an epenthetic vowel to maintain the integrity of a CV alternation. But the Pharaoh did get two important matters right. First, he was correct to assume that language is a biological necessity—in Darwin’s words, “an instinctive tendency to acquire an art”. He was also correct in supposing that, Phrygian or otherwise, a language can emerge simply by putting children together, even in the absence of an external model. Indeed, we now know that sign languages are often spontaneous creations by deaf communities, as recently documented in Nicaragua and in Israel (Kegl et al., 1999; Sandler et al., 2005; Goldin-Meadow and Yang this issue). Second, the Pharaoh was correct in supposing that child language development can reveal a great deal about the nature of language, its place in the mind, and how it emerged as a biological capacity that is unique to our species.

The nature of language acquisition has always been a central concern in the modern theory of linguistics known as generative grammar (Chomsky, 1957; this issue). The notion of a Language Acquisition Device (Chomsky, 1965), a dedicated module of the mind, still features prominently in the general literature on language and cognitive development. In this article, we highlight some major empirical findings that, together with additional case studies, form the foundation of future research in language acquisition. At the same time, we present some leading ideas from theoretical investigations of language acquisition, including promising themes developed in recent years. For several of the additional case studies, see Crain et al. (this issue).

Like the Crain et al. paper, our perspective on the acquisition of language is shaped by the biolinguistic approach (Berwick and Chomsky, 2011). Language is fundamentally a biological system and should be studied using the methodologies of the natural sciences. Although we are still quite distant from fully understanding the biological basis of language, we contend that the development of language, like any biological system, is shaped both by language-particular experience from the external environment and by internal constraints that hold across all linguistic structures. Our discussion is further shaped by considerations from the origin and evolution of language (see Berwick and Chomsky, 2016). Given the extremely brief history of Homo sapiens and the subsequent emergence of a species-specific computational capacity for language, the evolution of language must have been built on a foundation of other cognitive and perceptual systems that are shared across species and across cognitive domains. More specifically, the biolinguistic approach is shaped by three factors. These three factors are integral to the design of language and therefore crucial for the acquisition of language (Chomsky, 2005):

a Universal Grammar: The initial state of language development is determined by our genetic endowment, which appears to be nearly uniform for the species. At the initial state, infants interpret parts of the environment as linguistic experience; this is a nontrivial task which infants carry out reflexively and which regulates the growth of the language faculty.

b Experience: This is the source of language variation, within a fairly narrow range, as in the case of other subsystems of human cognition and the formation of the organism more generally.

c Third factors: These factors include principles that are not specific to the language faculty, including principles of hypothesis formation and data analysis, which are used both in language acquisition and in the acquisition of knowledge in other cognitive domains. Among the third factors are also principles of efficient computation as well as external constraints that regulate development in all biological organisms.

In the following Section we discuss several general principles of language and the remarkably early emergence of these principles in children’s biological development. Section 3 focuses on the role of language-specific experience and how the latitude in children’s experience shapes language variation during the course of acquisition. Section 4 reviews some recent effort to reconceptualize the problem of language acquisition, focusing specifically on how domain-general learning mechanisms and the principles of efficient computation figure into the Language Acquisition Device.

2. The emergence of linguistic structures

As observed long ago by Wilhelm von Humboldt, human language makes “infinite use of finite means”. It is clear that to acquire a language is to implement a combinatorial system of rules that generates an unbounded range of meaningful expressions, relying on the biological endowment that determines the range of possible systems and a specific linguistic environment to select among them. von Humboldt’s adage underscores a central feature of language: namely, linguistic representations are always hierarchically organized structures, at all levels of the linguistic system (Everaert et al., 2015). These structural representations are formed by the combinatorial operation known as ‘Merge.’

2.1. Hierarchy and merge

The hierarchical structure of language was recognized at the very beginning of generative grammar. The complexity of human language lies beyond the descriptive power of finite state Markov processes (Chomsky, 1956), as exemplified in sentences that involve recursive/monoclusal dependencies:

- The child who ate the cookies . . . is no longer hungry.

The structural relations between the highlighted words can be embedded and so encompass arbitrary numbers of such pairings. In English, the Noun Phrase (NP) and Verb Phrase (VP) mark person/number agreement, and the subject NP may itself contain an arbitrarily long relative clause ("who ate the cookies . . .”), which may contain additional embeddings. Phrase structure rules such as (2) are needed, where the NP and VP in (2a) must show agreement and the recursive application of (2b) produces embedding:

\[
\begin{align*}
1. & \quad \text{NP} \to \text{NP} \text{ VP} \\
2. & \quad \text{NP} \to \text{NP} \text{ S}
\end{align*}
\]

Phrase structure rules also describe the semantic relations among syntactic units. For example, the sentence “they are flying
airplanes” is ambiguous: “flying airplanes” can be understood as a VP, in which “airplanes” is the object of “flying”; or the same phrase can be understood as an NP, which is the part of the predicate whose subject is “they” (see Fig. 1a) (Evereart et al., 2015).

Even the most cursory look at these features of English sentences make it evident that human language is set apart from other known systems of animal communication. The best studied case of (nonhuman) animal communication is the structure and learning of birdsongs (Marler, 1991; Doupe and Kuhl, 1999). Birdsongs can be characterized as syllables (elements) arranged in a sequence preceded and followed by silence (Bolhuis and Everaert, 2013; see Prather et al., this issue; Beckers et al., this issue). Despite misleading analogies to human language occasionally found in the literature (e.g., Abe and Watanabe, 2011; Beckers et al., 2012; this issue), birdsongs can be adequately described by finite state networks (Gentner and Hulse, 1998) where syllables are linearly concatenated, with transitions adequately described by probabilistic Markovian processes (Berwick et al., 2011a,b). In fact, the computational analysis of large birdsong corpora suggests that they may be characterized by an even more restrictive type of device known as $k$-reversible finite-state automata (Angluin, 1982; Berwick and Pilato, 1987; Hosino and Okanoya, 2000; Berwick et al., 2011a,b; Beckers et al., this issue). Interestingly, such automata are provably efficient to learn on the basis of positive examples (see Section 3.3 for the nature of positive and negative examples). If so, the formal tools developed for the analysis of human language can also be effectively used to characterize animal communication systems (Schlenker et al., 2016).

The central goal of generative grammar is to understand the compositional process that yields hierarchical structures in human language, the use of this process by language-users in production and comprehension, the acquisition of this process, and its neural implementation in the human brain (Berwick et al., 2013; Friederici et al., in press). In recent years, the operation Merge (Chomsky, 1995) has been hypothesized to be responsible for the formation of linguistic structures—the Basic Property of language (Berwick and Chomsky, 2016). Merge is a recursive process that combines two linguistic terms, X and Y, to yield a composite term (X, Y) which may itself be combined with another linguistic term Z to form ((X, Y), Z), automatically producing hierarchical structures. For example, the English verb phrase “read the book” is formed by the recursive application of Merge: the book and book are Merged to produce (the, book), which is then Merged with read to form (read, (the, book)). The primary function of a syntactic term formed by Merge is determined by one of its terms, traditionally referred to as the head—hence (the, book) is a Noun Phrase and (read, (the, book)) is a Verb Phrase, as shown in (2). Current research has focused on how the headedness of syntactic objects is determined by general principles of efficient computation in the construction of syntactic structures (e.g., Chomsky, 2013).

There is broad structural and developmental evidence that Merge is the fundamental operation of structure building in human language, though it is most often associated with the formation of syntactic structures (Evereart et al., 2015). However, word formation rules (morphology) merge elementary informational units in a stepwise process that is similar to syntax. For instance, the word “unlockable” is doubly ambiguous when describing a lock—it can refer to either a functional lock or to a broken one. Such dualities of meaning can be captured by differences in the combination of sequences of morphemes. The meaning associated with a functional lock is derived by first combining “un” and “lock”, followed by “able” — meaning that it is possible to unlock the object. A different derivation is used to refer to broken locks. This meaning is derived by first combining “lock” and “able”, followed by the negative marker “un”. Such ambiguities in word formation can be represented using a notation similar to arithmetic expressions, where brackets indicate precedence ([(un-[lock]-able)] vs. [(un-[lock]-able)]), or by using a tree-like format analogous to syntactically ambiguous structures (Fig. 1b).

The same holds for phonology. One primary unit of phonological structure is the syllable, which is formed by combining phonemes into structures comprised of (ONSET, (VOWEL, CODA)), as illustrated in Fig. 2a.

The VOWEL is merged with the CODA to form the RIME, which is then merged with the ONSET to form the syllable (Kahn, 1976). The structure of the syllable is universal, whereas the choices of ONSET, VOWEL, and CODA are language-specific and therefore need to be learned. For instance, while neither cleft nor cleft is an actual word of English, the former is a potential English word as the cl ([kl]) is a valid onset of English whereas zw is not, but is a possible onset in Dutch. Furthermore, the phonological properties of words, such as stress, are determined by assigning different levels of prominence to the hierarchical structures that have been iteratively constructed from the syllables (Liberman, 1975; Halle and Vergnaud, 1987). Syllables are merged to form feet, in which one of the syllables is strong (i.e., most prominent), reflecting language-specific choice; see Fig. 2b for the representation of a five-syllable word. The prosodic structures of syntactic phrases have a similar derivation (Chomsky and Halle, 1968): for example, “cars” in the noun phrase “red cars” receives primary prominence in natural intonation (see Everaert et al., 2015, for detailed discussion).

2.2. Merge in early child language

The evidence for Merge can be observed from the very beginning of language acquisition. Newborn infants have been found to be sensitive to the centrality of the vowel in the hierarchical organization of the syllable. After habituation to bisyllabic nonsense words such as “baku”, which has four phonemes, babies show no surprise when they encounter new stimuli that are also bisyllabic, even if the positions of constants and vowels and the total number of phonemes are changed (e.g., “alprim”, “abstro”). By contrast, infants show a novelty effect when trisyllabic words are introduced following habituation on sequences of bisyllabic words (Bijelic-Babic et al., 1993).

The compositional nature of Merge is on display as soon as infants start to vocalize. At five to six months, infants spontaneously start to babble, producing rhythmic repetitions of nonsense syllables. Despite the prevalence of sounds such as “mama” and “dada”, the combination of consonants and vowels in babbling have no referential meaning. Only a restricted set of consonants and vowels are produced at these early stages, reflecting infants' articulatory limitations, although the combinations generally follow the CV template. By seven to eight month, babbling begins to
exhibit language-specific features including both phonemic inventory and syllable structure (de Boysson-Bardies and Vihman, 1991). Remarkably, deaf infants babble manually, producing gestures that follow the rhythm pattern of the sign language they are exposed to, which are also devoid of referential meaning, as in vocal babbling (Petitto and Marentette, 1991). These findings suggest that babbling is an essential, and irreplaceable, feature of language: despite the absence of semantic content, babbling merges linguistic units (phonemes and syllables) to create combinatorial structures. In marked contrast, other species such as parrots have an impressive ability to mimic human speech (Bolhuis and Everaert, 2013) but there is no evidence that they ever decompose speech into discrete units. The best that Alex, the famous parrot, could offer was a rendition of the word “spool” as “swool,” which he evidently picked up when another parrot was taught to label the object (Pepperberg, 2007). This is clearly not the same as the babbling of human infants. The word “swool” is an isolated example rather than the result of free creation. It is most definitely referential in meaning and can only be regarded as an imitation error.

The use of combinatorial structures can be also be observed in infants’ development of speech perception. Interestingly, combinatorial structures are revealed in the decline of certain aspects of speech perception in infancy. It has long been known that newborns are capable of perceiving nearly all of consonantal contrasts that are manifested across the world’s languages (Eimas et al., 1971). Immersion in the linguistic environment eventually leads to the loss of infants’ ability to discriminate non-native contrasts at around ten months (Werker and Tae, 1984); only native contrasts are retained after that. The change and reorganization of speech perception are again driven by the combinatorial use of language. Phonetic categories become phonemic if they represent distinctive units of the phonological system—minimal units that distinguish contrasting words. For example, Korean speakers acquiring English as a second language often have difficulty recognizing and producing the contrast between the phonemes /r/ and /l/. While Korean does distinguish the phonetic categories [r] and [l]—as in Korea and Seoul—they are not contrastive, since [r] always appears in the onset of syllables whereas [l] always appears in the coda. In English, the phonetic categories [r] and [l] form a phonemic contrast because they are used to distinguish minimal pairs of words such as right ~ light, fly-fry, mart-malt, and fill-fur—which are, again, the result of the combinatorial Merge of elementary units. (The notation [ ] marks phones, and // marks phonemes: thus [r] ~ [l] in Korean but [r] ~ [l] in English Borden et al., 1983).

The acquisition of native contrasts, sometimes at the expense of the non-native ones, appears to be enabled by contrastive analysis of word meanings, in a process similar to the way that linguists identify the phonemic system of a new language in field work. Two lines of evidence directly support this proposal. First, recent findings suggest that infants start to grasp elements of word meanings before six month of age (Bergelson and Swingley, 2012), which makes the contrastive analysis of words possible. That is, as long as the infant knows that big and pig have different meanings—even without knowing precisely what these meanings are—they will be able to discover that /b/ and /p/ are phonemes that are used contrastively in English. Second, a minimal-pair based strategy for phonemic learning has been successfully induced in the experimental setting using non-native phonemes. In a study by Yeung and Werker (2009) nine-month-old infants were familiarized with visual objects whose labels were consistently distinguished by non-native phonemic contrasts. After only a brief period of training, infants learned the contrast, which in effect recreated the experience of minimal pairs in phonemic acquisition.

It is worth noting further that children’s development of speech perception can be usefully compared with the perceptual abilities of other species. Animals such as chinchillas and pigeons can be trained to discriminate speech categories (Kuhl and Miller, 1975). However, there is no evidence that exposure to one language leads to the loss of perceptual ability for categories in other languages. Although we are not aware of any direct studies, it would be highly surprising to find that a monkey raised in Korea would lose the ability to distinguish /r/ from /l/, which would be similar to the developmental changes observed in infants acquiring Korean. The ability to distinguish acoustic differences in speech categories appears to be the stopping point for non-human species; only human infants go on to develop the combinatorial use of these categories. This reveals the influence of the Basic Property of language, Merge, which is responsible for the combinatorial, and contrastive, native-language phoneme language and thus the decline of perceptual abilities for non-native-language units.

In general, the evidence for Merge in syntactic development is only directly observable in conjunction with the acquisition of specific languages: the combinatorial process requires a set of basic linguistic units such as words, morphemes, etc., which are language specific. Note that observing the effects of Merge in syntactic development does not necessarily require speech production: perceptual experiments can reveal syntactic knowledge, sometimes well before children can string together long sequences of words into sentences. For instance, cross-linguistic variation in word order across languages can be described by a head-directionality parameter (see Section 3.2), which specifies a language’s dominant ordering between the head of a phrase and the complement it is merged with. We noted earlier that the head of a phrase determines its syntactic function. English is a head-initial language. In most English phrases, the head precedes the complement so, for example, the verb “read” precedes the complement “books” in the phrase “read books”, and the preposition “on” precedes the complement “deck” in the prepositional phrase “on deck”. In contrast, Japanese is a head-final language. In Japanese, the order of the head and complement within the verb phrase is the mirror image of English, and Japanese has post-positional phrases rather than pre-positional phrases. It has been noted (Nespoul and Vogel, 1986) that within a phonological phrase, prominence systematically falls on the right in head-initial languages (English, French, Greek, etc.), whereas it
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falls on the left in head-final languages (Japanese, Turkish, Bengali, etc.), Perceptual studies (Christophe et al., 2003) have shown that 6–12-week-old infants, well before they have acquired any words, can discriminate between languages that differ in head direction and its prosodic correlate, even in languages that are otherwise similar in phonological properties (e.g., French and Turkish). Thus, very young infants may recognize the combinatorial nature of syntax and make use of its prosodic correlates to generate inferences about language-specific structures.

The productive use of Merge can be detected as soon as children start to create multiword combinations, which begins around the age of two for most children. This is not to say that all aspects of grammar are perfectly acquired, a point we discuss further, in Section 3 for the acquisition of language-specific properties and in Section 4 where we clarify the recursive nature of Merge. Traditionally, evidence for the successful acquisition of an abstract and productive syntactic system comes from the scarcity of errors, especially word order errors, in children’s production (Valian, 1986).

A recent proposal, the usage-based approach (Tomasello, 2000a,b, Tomasello, 2003), denies the existence of systematic rules in early child language but emphasizes the memorization of specific strings of words; the paucity of errors would be attributed to memorization and retrieval of error-free adult input. For example, English singular nouns can interchangeably follow the singular determiners “a” and “the” (e.g., “a/the car,” “a/the story”). In children’s speech production, the percentage of singular nouns paired with both determiners is quite low: only 20–40%, and the rest appear with one determiner exclusively (Pine and Lieven, 1997). Low combinatorial diversity measures have been invoked to suggest that children’s early language does not have the full productivity of Merge.

However, the usage-based approach fails to provide rigorous statistical support for its assessment of children’s linguistic ability. First, quantitative analysis of adult language such as the Brown Corpus of print English (Francis and Kucera, 1967) and infant-directed speech reveals comparable, and comparably low, combinatorial diversity as children (Valian et al., 2009)—but adults’ grammatical ability is not in question. Second, since every corpus is finite, not all possible combinations will necessarily be attested. A statistical test (Yang, 2013) was devised using Zipf’s law (see Section 3.1) to approximate word probabilities and their combinations. The test was used to develop a benchmark of combinatorial diversity, assuming that the underlying grammar generates fully productive and interchangeable combinations of determiners and nouns. As shown in Fig. 3a, although the combinatorial diversity is low in children’s productions, it is statistically indistinguishable from the expected diversity under a rule where the determiner–noun combinations are fully productive and interchangeable—on a par with the Brown Corpus. The test also provides rigorous supporting evidence that Nim, the chimpanzee raised in an American Sign Language environment, never mastered the productive combination of its grammar (Terrace et al., 1979; Terrace, 1987): Nim’s combinatorial diversity falls far below the level expected of productive usage (Fig. 3b). In recent work, the same statistical test has been applied to home signs. Home signs are gestural systems created by deaf children with properties akin to grammatical categories, morphology, sentence structures, and semantic relations found in spoken and sign languages (Goldin-Meadow, 2005). Quantitative analysis of predicate-argument constructions suggests that, despite the absence of an input model, home signs show full combinatorial productivity (Goldin-Meadow and Yang, this issue). Taken together, these statistically rigorous analyses of language, including early child language, reinforce the conclusion that a combinatorial linguistic system supported by the operation Merge is likely an inherent component of children’s biological predisposition for language.

2.3. Structure and interpretation

An important strand of evidence for the hierarchical nature of language, attributed to Merge, can be found in children’s semantic interpretation of syntactic structures, much like how the semantic ambiguities of words and sentences are derived from syntactic ambiguities (Fig. 1). There is now an abundance of studies suggesting the primacy of the hierarchical organization of language (Everaert et al., 2015). Here we refer the reader to the article in this issue by Crain et al., who review several case studies in the development of syntax and semantics, including the general principle of Structure Dependence, a special case of which is much-studied and much misunderstood problem of auxiliary inversion in English question formation (Chomsky, 1975; Crain and Nakayama, 1987; Legate and Yang, 2002; Perfors et al., 2011; Berwick et al., 2011a,b).

Our remarks start with a simple study dating back to the 1980s. The correct meaning of the simple phrase “the second green ball” is reflected in its underlying syntactic structure (Fig. 4a). The adjective “green” first Merges with “ball,” yielding a meaning that refers to a set of balls that are green. This structure is then Merged with “second” that picks up the second member of the previously formed set (this is circled with solid border in Fig. 4c). However, if one were to interpret “second green ball” as a linear string rather than as a hierarchically structure (Fig. 4b) (as in Dependency Grammar, a popular formalism in natural language processing applications), then the meaning of “second” and “green” may be interpreted conjunctively. On this meaning, the phrase would pick out the ball that is in the second position as well as green (this is circled with the dotted border in Fig. 4c). However, young children can correctly identify the target object of the “second green ball”—the solid, not, dotted border—producing only 14% non-adult-like errors (Hamburger and Crain, 1984).

The contrast between linear and hierarchical organization was also witnessed in studies of children’s interpretation of sentences in which pronouns appeared in one of several different structural positions; see (Crain et al., this issue) for a wide range of related linguistic examples and empirical findings from experimental studies of child language. Consider the experimental setup of Crain and McKee (1985) and Kazanina and Phillips (2001), where Winnie-the-Pooh ate an apple and read a book—and the gloomy Eeyore ate an banana instead of an apple. Children were divided into four groups, and each group heard a puppet describing the situation using one of the sentences in (3).

(3)  a. While Winnie-the-Pooh was reading the book, he ate an apple.
     b. While he was reading the book, Winnie-the-Pooh ate an apple.
     c. Winnie-the-Pooh ate an apple while he was reading the book.
     d. He ate an apple while Winnie-the-Pooh was reading the book.

The child participants’ task was to judge if the puppet got the story right. This experimental paradigm, known as the Truth Value Judgment Task (Crain and McKee, 1985; Crain and Thornton, 1998), only requires the child to answer Yes or No, thereby sidestepping performance difficulties that may limit young children’s speech production.

If the interpretation of the pronoun he is Winnie-the-Pooh in all four versions of the test sentences, then clearly all four descriptions of the situation were factually correct. However, as every English speaker can readily confirm, he cannot refer to Winnie-the-Pooh in sentence (3d). In the experimental context, the pronoun he could only refer to Eeyore, who did not eat the apple. Therefore, if children represent the sentences in (3) using the same hierarchical structures as adults, then children should say that the puppet got it wrong when he said (3d), but the puppet got it right when he used the other test sentences. Even children younger than three
produced adult-like responses: they overwhelmingly rejected the description in (3d) but readily accepted the other three descriptions (3a-c). Note that the linear order between the pronoun and the NP is not at issue: in both (3b) and (3d), the pronoun he precedes the name Winnie-the-Pooh, but coreference is unproblematic in (3b), whereas it is impossible in (3d). The underlying constraint of interpretation has been studied extensively, and appears to be a linguistic universal, with acquisition studies similar to (3) carried out with children in many languages. Briefly, a constraint of coreference (Chomsky, 1981) states that a referential expression such as Winnie-the-Pooh cannot have the same referent as another expression that “c-commands” it. The notion of c-command is purely a formal relation defined in terms of syntactic hierarchy:

\[
\begin{align*}
4. & \text{ X c-commands Y if and only if} \\
& \text{a. Y is contained in Z,} \\
& \text{b. X and Z are terms of Merge.}
\end{align*}
\]

As schematically illustrated in Fig. 5, the offending structure in (3d) has the pronoun he in a c-commanding relationship with the name Winnie-the-Pooh, making coreference impossible. By contrast, the pronoun he in (3b) is contained in the “When…” clause, which in turn modifies the main clause “Winnie-the-Pooh ate an apple”: there is no c-command relation, so coreference is allowed in (3b).

The hierarchical and compositional structure of language, encapsulated in Merge and commanded by children at a very early age, suggests that it is an essential feature of Universal Grammar, our biological capacity for language (Crain et al., this issue). But we also stress that the study of generative grammar and language acquisition, like all sciences, is constantly evolving: theories are refined which in turn offer new ways of looking at data. For example, not very long ago, languages such as Japanese and German, due to their relative flexibility of word order, were believed to have flat syntactic structures. However, advances in syntactic theories, and new diagnostic tests developed by these theories, convincingly revealed that these languages generate hierarchical structure (see Whitman, 1987 for a historical review). Even Australian languages such as Warlpiri, once considered an outlier as it appears to allow any permutation of word order, have been shown to adhere to the principle of Structure Dependence and the constraint on coreference just reviewed (Legate, 2002). The principles posited in the past and current linguistic research have considerable explanatory power as they have been abundantly supported in structural, typological, and developmental studies of language. However, as we discuss in Section 4, they may follow from far deeper and more unifying principles, some of which may be domain general and not unique to language, once the evolutionary constraints on language are taken into consideration.

### 3. Experience, induction, and language development

It is obvious that language acquisition requires experience. While the computational analysis of linguistic data, including probabilistic and information-theoretical methods, was recognized as an important component of linguistic theory from the very beginning of generative grammar (Chomsky, 1955, 1957; Miller and Chomsky, 1963), it must be acknowledged that the generative study of language acquisition has not paid sufficient attention to the role of the input until relatively recently. Part of the reason is empirical.

[Diagram of hierarchical structures]

\[\text{NP} \quad \text{Adj} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{second} \quad \text{green} \quad \text{ball} \]

a. The hierarchical representation of second green ball.  

\[\text{NP} \quad \text{Adj} \quad \text{Adj} \quad \\quad \text{second} \quad \text{green} \quad \text{ball} \]

b. The linear representation of second green ball.

c. The correct interpretation of second green ball is the third one from the left based on the structure in a.
As we have seen, much of children’s linguistic knowledge appears fully intact when it is assessed using appropriate experimental techniques, even at the earliest stages of language development. This is not surprising if much of child language reflects inherent and general principles that hold across all languages and require no experience-dependent learning. Even when it comes to language-specific properties, children’s command has been generally found to be excellent. For example, the first comprehensive, and still highly influential, survey of child language by Roger Brown (1973) concludes that errors in child language are “triflingly few” (p. 156). These findings leave the impression that the contribution of experience, while clearly undeniable, is nevertheless minimal. Furthermore, starting from the 1970s, the mode of adult–child interactions in language acquisition became better understood (see Section 3.3). Contrary to still popular belief, controlled experiments have shown that “motherese” or “baby talk”, the special register of speech directed at young children (Fernald, 1985), has no significant effect on the progress of syntactic development (Newport et al., 1977). Furthermore, studies of language/dialect variation and change show convincingly that despite the obvious differences in learning styles, level of education, and socio-economic status, all members in a linguistic community show remarkable uniformity in the structural aspects of language—which is deemed an “enigma” in sociolinguistics (Labov, 2010). Finally, to seriously assess the role of input evidence requires relatively large corpora of child-directed speech data, which have only become widely available in the past two decades following technological developments. In this section, we reconsider the role of experience in language acquisition. After all, even if language acquisition were in fact instantaneous, it would still be important to determine the extent to which experience so quickly and accurately is used by child language learners in figuring out the specific properties of the local language. We first review the statistical properties of language. These statistical properties highlight the challenges the child faces during language acquisition. We then summarize some quantitative and cross-linguistic findings in the longitudinal development of language, with special reference to the theory of Principles and Parameters (Chomsky, 1981). We show that children do not simply match the expressions in the input. Instead, children are found to spontaneously produce linguistic structures that could be analyzed as errors with respect to the target language.

3.1. Sparsity and the necessity of generalization

Sparsity is the most remarkable statistical property of language: When we speak or write, we use a relatively small number of words very frequently, while the majority of words are hardly used at all. In a one-million-word Brown Corpus (Kucera and Francis, 1967), the top five words alone (the, of, and, to, a) account for 20% of usage, and 45% of word types appear exactly once. More precisely, the frequency of word usage conforms to what has become known as Zipf’s Law (1949): the rank order of words and their frequency of use are inversely related, with the product approximating a constant. Zipf’s Law has been empirically verified in numerous languages and genres (Baroni, 2009), although its underlying cause is by no means clear, or even informative about the nature of language: as pointed out long ago, random generating processes that combine letters also yield Zipf-like distributions (Mandelbrot, 1953; Miller, 1957; Chomsky, 1958).

Language, of course, is not just about words; it is also about rules that combine words and other elements to form meaningful expressions. Here the long tail of word usage that follows from Zipf’s Law grows even longer: the frequencies of combinatorially formed expressions drop off even more precipitously than single words do. For example, as compared to the 45% of words that appear exactly once in the Brown Corpus, 80% of word pairs appear once in the corpus, and a full 95% of word triplets appear once (Fig. 6).

Past research has shown that, as new data comes in, so do new sequences of words (Jelinek, 1998). Indeed, the sparsity of language can be observed at every level of linguistic organization. In modestly complex morphological systems (e.g., Spanish), even the most frequent verb stems are paired with only a portion of the inflections that are licensed in the grammar. It follows that language learners never witness the whole conjugation table—helpfully provided in textbooks—fully fleshed out, for even a single verb. To acquire a language with a limited amount of data, estimated at an average 20–30 million words (Hart and Risley, 1995). The main challenge is to form accurate generalizations. Of the innumerable combinations of words that the learner will not observe, some will be grammatical while others are not, as illustrated in the pair “John speaks frequently French” versus “John frequently speaks French”: How should a learning system tease apart the grammatical from the ungrammatical? We return to some of the relevant issues in 3.3.

The sparsity of language speaks against the usage-based approach to language acquisition, in view of its emphasis on the role of memorization in development. Granted, the brain has an impressive storage capacity, such that even minute details of linguistic signals can be retained. At the same time, the limitation of the usage-based approach is highlighted by the absence of a viable and realistic storage-based model of natural language processing despite the unimaginable amount of data storage and data mining capabilities. Indeed, research in natural language processing affords support for the indispensability of combinatorial rules in language acquisition. Statistical models of language that have been designed for engineering purposes can provide a useful way to assess how different conceptions of linguistic structures contribute to broader coverage of linguistic phenomena. For instance, a statistical model of grammar such as a probabilistic parser (Charniak and Johnson, 2005; Collins, 1999) can encode several types of grammatical rules: a phrase “drink water” may be represented in multiple forms ranging from categorical (VP → V NP) to lexically specific (VP → Vdrink NP) or bilingually specific (VP → Vdrink NPwater). These multiple representations can be selected and combined to test
their descriptive effectiveness. It turns out that the most generalizing power comes from categorical rules; lexicalization plays an important role in resolving syntactic ambiguities (Collins, 1999) but bilexical rules – the lexically specific combinations that form the cornerstone of usage-based theories (Tomasello, 2003) – offer virtually no additional coverage (Bikel, 2004). The necessity of rules and the limitation of storage are illustrated in Fig. 7.

As seen in the figure, a statistical parser is trained on an increasing amount of data (the x-axis) from the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1999) where sentences are annotated with tree structure diagrams (e.g., Fig. 1). Training involves the statistical parameters in the grammar model, and its performance (the y-axis) is measured by its successful performance in attempting to parse a new data set. An increase in the amount of data presented to the parser during training does improve its performance, but the most striking feature of the figure is found toward the lower end of the x-axis. The vast majority of data coverage is gained on a very small amount of data, between 5% and 10%. The model’s impressive success using a small amount of data can only be attributed to highly abstract and general rules, because the parser will have seen very few lexically specific combinations. Thus lessons from language engineering are strongly convergent with the conclusions from the structural and psychological study of child language that we reviewed in Section 2.2: memorization of specific linguistic forms as proposed in the usage-based theories is of very limited value and cannot substitute for the overarching power of a productive grammar even in early child language.

3.2. The trajectories of parameters

The complexity of language was recognized very early in the study of generative grammar. It may appear that complex linguistic phenomena must require equally complex descriptive machinery. However, the rapid acquisition of language by children, despite the poverty and sparsity of linguistic input, led generative linguists to infer that the Language Acquisition Device must be highly struc-
tured in order to promote rapid and accurate acquisition (Chomsky, 1965). The Principles and Parameters framework (Chomsky, 1981) was an attempt to resolve the descriptive and explanatory problem of language simultaneously (see Thornton and Crain, 2013 for a review). The original motivation for parameters comes from comparative syntax. The variation across languages and dialects appear to fall in a recurring range of options (see Baker, 2001 for an accessible introduction): the head-directionality reviewed earlier is a case in point. Parameters provide a more compact description of grammatical facts than construction-specific rules such as those that create cleft structures, subject–auxiliary inversion, passivization, etc. Broadly speaking, the parameterization of syntax can be likened to the problem of dimension reduction in the familiar practice of principal component analysis. Ideally, parameters should have far-ranging implications, such as the combination of a small number of parameters can yield a much larger set of syntactic structures (see Sakas and Fodor, 2012 for an empirical demonstration); the determination of the parameter values will thus simplify the task of language learning.

Some, perhaps most, linguistic parameters are set very early. One of the best-studied cases is the placement of finite verbs in the main clause. The finite verb appears before certain adverbs in French (e.g., Paul travaille toujours) but follows the corresponding adverbs in English (e.g., Paul always works); the difference between these languages is a frequent source of error for adult second language learners (White, 1990). Children, however, almost never get this wrong. For instance, Pierce (1992) finds virtually no errors in French-learning children’s speech starting at the 20th month, the very beginning of multi-word combinations when verb placement relative to adverbs becomes observable. Studies of languages with French-like verb placement show similarly early acquisition by children (Wexler, 1998). Likewise, English children almost never produce verb placement errors (e.g., “I eat often pizza”).

Clearly, the differences between English and French must be determined on the basis of children’s input experience. Many sentences that children hear, however, will not bear on this parametric decision: a structure such as “Jean voit Paul” or “John sees Paul” contains no adverb landmarks that signify the position of the verb. If children are to make a binary choice for verb placement in French, they can only do so on examples such as Paul travaille toujours. This in turn invites us to examine language-specific input data to determine the quantity of disambiguating data available to language learners. In the case of French, about 7% of sentences contain finite verbs followed by adverbs; this provides an empirical benchmark for the volume of evidence necessary for very early acquisition of grammar. Table 1 summarizes the developmental trajectories of several major syntactic parameters, which clearly show the quantitative role of experience.

Several additional remarks can be made about parameter setting. First, the sensitivity to the quantity of evidence suggests that parameter setting is gradual and probabilistic and may involve domain-general learning processes: we return to this issue in Section 4.2. Second, consider a well-known problem in the acquisition of English, a language that in general requires the use of the grammatical subject (“obligatory subject” in Table 1; Bloom, 1970: Hyams, 1986). Despite the consistent use of subjects in the child-directed input data, English-learning children frequently omit subjects—up to 30% of the time—and they occasionally omit objects as well, although the intended meanings are generally deducible from the context:

(6) a. „I want cookies.
   b. Where ___ going?
   c. How ___ wash it?
   d. Erica took ___
   e. I put ___ on

This so-called subject/object drop stage persists until around a child’s third birthday, when children begin to use subjects and objects consistently like adults (Valian, 1991).

If children are merely replicating the input data, the subject/object drop stage would be puzzling since the expressions in (6) are ungrammatical and thus not present in the input. The acquisition facts are also difficult to account for if the grammar consists of construction-specific rules such as (probabilistic) phrase structure grammar. For instance, the rule “S → NP VP” is consistently supported by the data, and children should have no difficulty acquiring the presence of the NP subject, or learning that the rule has a probability close to 1.0. As discussed at length by, cases such as the acquisition of subject use in English provide strong support for the theory of parameters. There are types of languages for which the omitted subject is permissible as it can be recovered on the basis of verb agreement morphology (pro-drop, as in Spanish and Italian) or discourse context (topic-drop, as in Chinese and Japanese). There are also languages including some in the family of Slavic languages and languages native to Australia for which both pro-drop and topic-drop are possible. Indeed, the omission of subjects and objects by English-learning children shows striking parallels with the omission of subjects and objects by Chinese-speaking adults (Hyams, 1991; Yang, 2002). For instance, where English children omit subjects in wh-questions, the question words that accompany children’s omissions are where, how, when, as in “Where ___ going” and “How ___ wash it”. Children almost never omit subjects in questions with the question words what or who; that is, children do not produce non-adult questions such as “Who ___ see” which corresponds to the adult form “Who (did) you see?” where the subject has been omitted and the question word has been extracted from the object position, following the verb see.

The pattern of omission in child English is exactly the same as the pattern of omission in topic-drop languages such as Chinese. In those languages, subject/object omission is permissible if and only if its identity can be recovered from the discourse. If a modifier of a predicate (e.g., describing manner, time) has a prominent position in the discourse, the identification of the omitted subject/object is unaffected. But if a new argument of a predicate (e.g., concerning who and what) becomes prominent, then discourse linking is disrupted and subject/object omission is no longer possible. In other words, English-learning children drop subjects/objects only in the same discourse situation when Chinese-speaking adults may do so. This suggests that topic-drop, a grammatical option that is exercised by many languages of the world, is spontaneously available to children, but it is an option that needs to be winnowed out during

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Input Frequency</th>
<th>Acquisition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wh-fronting</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Wh questions</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>Very early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic drop</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Null objects</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>Very early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro drop</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Null subjects in questions</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Very early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb raising</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Verb adverb/pos</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligatory subject</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Expletive subjects</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>3:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb second</td>
<td>German/Dutch</td>
<td>OVS sentences</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>3.0–3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope marking</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Long-distance questions</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>&gt;4:0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the course of acquisition for languages such as English: a classic example of use it or lose it. The telltale evidence for the obligatoriness of subjects is the use of expletive subjects. In a sentence such as “There is a toy on the floor”, the occupant of the subject position is purely formal and non-thematic, as the true subject is “a toy”. Indeed, only obligatory subject languages such as English have expletive subjects, and the counterpart of “There is a toy on the floor” in Spanish and Chinese leave the subject position phonetically empty. In other words, while the overwhelming majority of English input sentences contain a thematic subject, such as a noun phrase or a pronoun, the input serves no purpose whatever in helping children learn the grammar, because thematic subjects are universally allowed and do not disambiguate the English type languages from the Spanish or the Chinese type. It is only the cumulative effect of expletive subjects, which are used in only about 1% of all English sentences, that gradually drives children toward their target parametric value (Yang, 2002).

Children’s non-adult linguistic structures often follow the same pattern, such that children differ from adult speakers of the local language just in ways that adult languages differ from each other. In the literature on language acquisition, this is called the Continuity Assumption. Other examples of the Continuity Assumption are discussed in Crain et al. (this issue). To cite just one example, Chinese and English differ in how disjunction words are interpreted in negative sentences. In English, the negative sentence Al didn’t eat sushi or pasta, entails that Al didn’t eat sushi and that he didn’t eat pasta. Negation takes scope over the English disjunction word or. However, the word-by-word analogue of the English sentence does not exhibit the same scope relations in Chinese, so adult speakers of Chinese judge a negative sentence with disjunction to be true as long as one of the disjunction is false, for example when Al didn’t eat sushi, but did eat pasta. To express this interpretation, English speakers use a cleft structure, where the scope relations between negation and disjunction are reversed, as in the sentence It was sushi or pasta that Al didn’t eat. Children acquiring Chinese, however, assign the English interpretation to sentences in which disjunction appears in the scope of negation, such as Al didn’t eat sushi or pasta. Children acquiring Chinese seem to be speaking a fragment of English, rather than Chinese. The examples we have cited in this section are clearly not “errors” in the traditional sense. Rather children’s non-adult linguistic behavior is compelling evidence of their adherence to the principles and parameters of Universal Grammar.

3.3. Negative evidence and inductive learning

Together with the general structural principles of language reviewed in Section 2, the theory of parameters has been successfully applied to comparative and developmental research. The motivation for parameters is convergent with results from machine learning and statistical inference (Gold, 1967; Valiant, 1984; Vapnik, 2000), all of which point to the necessity of restricting the hypothesis space to achieve learnability (see Niyogi, 2006, for an introduction).

It remains true, however, that the description and acquisition of language cannot be accounted for entirely by the universal principles and parameters. Language simply has too many peripheral idiosyncrasies that must be learned from experience (Chomsky, 1981). The acquisition of morphology and phonology most clearly illustrates the inductive and data-driven nature of these problems. Not even the most diehard nativist would suggest that the “add-ed” rule for the English past tense is available innately, waiting to be activated by regular verbs such as walk-walked. Furthermore, linguists are fond of saying all grammars leak (Sapir, 1928). Rules often have unpredictable exceptions: English past tense, of course, has some 150 irregular verbs that do not take “–ed” and they must be rote-learned and memorized (Chomsky and Halle, 1968). In the domain of syntax, the need for inductive learning is also clear. A well-studied problem concerns the acquisition of dative constructions (Baker, 1979; Pinker, 1989):

(7) a. John gave the ball to Bill.
   b. John assigned the problem to Bill.
   c. John promised the car to Bill.
   d. John donated the picture to the museum.
   “John donated the museum the picture.”
   e. “John guaranteed a victory to the fans.
   John guaranteed the fans a victory.

Examples such as (7a–c) seem to suggest that the double-object construction (Verb NP NP) and the to–dative construction (Verb NP to NP) are mutually interchangeable, only to be disconfirmed by the counterexamples of donate (7d) and guarantee (7e) for which only one of the constructions is available; see Levin (1993, 2008) for many similar examples in English and in other languages.

How do children avoid these traps of false generalizations? Not by parents telling them off. The problem of inductive learning in language acquisition has unique challenges that set it apart from learning problems in other domains. Most significantly, language acquisition must succeed in the absence of negative evidence. Study after study of child–adult interactions have shown that learners do not receive (effective) correction of their linguistic errors (Brown and Hanlon, 1970; Braine, 1971; Bowerman, 1988; Marcus, 1993). And there are cultures where children are not treated as equal conversational partners with adults until they are linguistically and socially competent (Heath, 1983; Schieffelin and Ochs, 1986; Allen, 1996). Thus, the learner must succeed to acquire a grammar based on a set of positive examples produced by speakers of that grammar. This is very different from many other domains of learning and skill acquisition—for example, it is bike-riding, mathematics, and many studies in the psychology of learning literature—where explicit instructions and/or negative feedback are available. For example, most applications of neural networks including deep learning (LeCun et al., 2015) are “supervised”: the learner’s output can be compared with the target form such that errors can be detected and used for correction to better approximate the target function. Viewed in this light, linguistic principles such as Structure Dependence and the constraint on coreference reviewed in Section 2 are most likely accessible to children innately. These are negative principles, which prohibit certain linguistic structures or interpretations (e.g., certain expressions cannot have the same referential content). They were discovered through linguistic analysis that relies on the creation of ungrammatical examples using highly complex structures, which are clearly absent in the input.

Starting with Gold (1967), the special conditions of language acquisition have inspired a large body of formal and empirical work on inductive learning (see Osherson et al., 1986 for a survey). The central challenge is the problem of generalization: How does the learner determine the grammatical status of expressions not observed in the learning data? Consider the Subset Problem illustrated in Fig. 8.

Suppose the target grammar is the subset g but the learner has mistakenly conjectured G, a superset. In the case of the dative constructions, g would be the correct rules of English but G would be the grammar that allows the double object construction for all relevant verbs (e.g., the ungrammatical I donated the library a book). If the learner were to receive negative evidence, then the instances marked by “+” possible under G but not under g would be greeted with adult disapproval or some other kind of feedback. This would inform the learner of the need to zoom in on a smaller grammar. But the absence of negative evidence in language acquisition makes it impossible to deploy this useful learning strategy.
One potential solution to the Subset Problem is to provide the learner with additional information about the nature of the examples in the input (Gold, 1967). For instance, if the child surmises that the absence of a certain string in the input entails its ungrammaticality, then positive examples may substitute for negative examples—dubbed indirect negative evidence (Chomsky, 1981)—and the task of learning is greatly simplified. Of course, the absence of evidence is not the evidence of absence, and the use of indirect negative evidence and its formally similar formulations (Wexler and Culicover, 1980; Clark, 1987) have to be viewed with suspicion (see Pinker, 1989, for review). For example, usage-based language researchers such as Tomasello (2003) assert that children do not produce “John donated the museum the picture” because they consistently observe the semantically equivalent paraphrase “John donated the picture to the museum”: the double-object structure is thus “preempted”. But this account cannot be correct. The most frequent errors in children’s acquisition of the dative constructions documented by Pinker (1989) and in fact other usage-based researchers (Bowerman and Croft, 2005) are utterances such as “I said her no”: the verb “say” only, and very frequently, appears in a prepositional dative construction (e.g., “I said Hi to her”) in adult input and should have preempted the double-object usage in children’s language.

More recently, indirect negative evidence has been reformulated in the Bayesian approach to learning and cognition (e.g., Xu and Tenenbaum, 2007). In the Subset Problem, if the grammar $G$ is expected to generate certain kinds of examples (the “+” examples) which will not appear in the input data generated by $g$, then the learner may have good reasons to reject $G$. In Bayesian terms, the a posteriori probability of $G$ is gradually reduced when the sample size increases. But it remains questionable whether indirect negative evidence can be effectively used in the practice of language acquisition. On the one hand, indirect negative evidence is generally computationally intractable to use (Osherson et al., 1986; Fodor and Sakas, 2005): for this reason, most recent models of indirect negative evidence explicitly disavow claims of psychological realism (Chater and Vitányi, 2007; Xu and Tenenbaum, 2007; Perfors et al., 2011).

A second consideration has to do with the statistical sparsity of language reviewed earlier. As we discussed, examples of both ungrammatical and grammatical expressions are often absent or equally (im)probable in the learning sample and would all be rejected (Yang, 2015): the use of indirect negative evidence has considerable collateral damage, even if the computational efficiency issue is overlooked. As such, it is in the interest of the learner as well as the theorist to avoid the postulation of over-general hypotheses to the extent possible.

In some cases, it appears that language has universal default states that places the learner’s starting point in the subset grammar (the Subset Principle; Berwick, 1985); see Crain (2012) and Crain et al. (this issue) for studies of the acquisition of semantic properties. Thus, in Fig. 8, the learner will start at $g$ and remain there if $g$ is indeed the target. If the target grammar is in fact the superset $G$, the learner will consider it and only positive evidence for it is presented (e.g., “+” examples). The Subset Problem does not arise. However, children do occasionally over-generalize during the course of language acquisition. In the acquisition of dative constructions, for example, many young children produce sentences such as “I said her no” (Pinker, 1989), clearly ungrammatical for the adult grammar. Thus children may indeed postulate an over-general grammar, only to retreat from it as learning proceeds: the Subset Problem must be solved when it arises.

Here we briefly review a recent proposal of how children acquire productive rules in the inductive learning of language, the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016). Following a traditional theme in the research on linguistic productivity (Aronoff, 1976), a rule is deemed productive if it applies to a sufficiently large number of items to which it’s applicable. But if a rule has too many exceptions, then the learner will decide against its productivity. The Tolerance Principle provides a calculus of quantifying the cost of exceptions:

$e \leq \theta_N \text{ where } \theta_N = N/\ln(N)$

The Tolerance Principle is motivated by the computational mechanism of how language users process rules and exceptions in real time, and the closed form solution makes use of the fact that the probabilities of $N$ words can be well characterized by Zipf’s Law, where the $N$-th Harmonic number can be approximated by the function $1/\ln N$. The slow growth of the $N/\ln(N)$ function suggests that a productive rule must be supported by an overwhelming number of rule-following items to overcome the exceptions.

Experiments in the acquisition of artificial languages (Schuler et al., 2016) have found near-categorical support for the Tolerance Principle. Children between the age of 5 and 7 were presented with 9 novel objects with labels. The experimenter produced suffixed “singular” and “plural” forms of those nouns as determined by their quantity on a computer screen. In one condition, five of the nouns share a plural suffix and the other four have individually specific suffixes. In another condition, only three share a suffix and the other six are all individually specific. The nouns that share the suffix can be viewed as the regulars and the rest of the nouns are the irregulars. The choice of 5/4 and 3/6 was by design: the Tolerance Principle predicts the productive extension of the shared suffix in the 5/4 condition because 4 exceptions fall just below the threshold ($\theta_4 = 4.1$), but it predicts that there will be no generalization in the 3/6 conditions. In the latter case, despite the statistical dominance of the shared suffix as the most frequent suffix, the six exceptions exceed the threshold. After training, children were presented with novel items in the singular and were prompted to produce the plural form. Nearly all children in the 5/4 condition generalized the shared suffix on 100% of the test items in a process akin to the productive use of English past tense “-ed”. In the 3/6 condition, almost no child showed systematic usage of any suffix: none cleared the threshold for productivity.

The Tolerance Principle has been applied to many empirical cases in language acquisition. As a parameter-free model, there is no need to statistically fit any empirical data: corpus counts of rule-following and rule-defying words alone can be used to predict, leading to sharp and well-confirmed predictions (Yang, 2016). Here we summarize its application to dative acquisition. The acquisition process unfolds in two steps. First, the child observes verbs that appear in the double object usage (“Verb NP NP”). Quantitative
analysis was carried out for a five-million-word corpus of child-directed English, which roughly corresponds to a year's input data. The overwhelming majority of double-object verbs—38 out of 42, easily clearing the productivity threshold—have the semantic property of "transferred possession" (Levin, 1993), be it physical object, abstract entity, or information (give X books, give X regards, give X news). Second, the child tests the validity of this semantic generalization: of the verbs that have the transferred possession semantics, how many are in fact attested in the double object construction. Again, the productivity threshold was met: although the five-million-word corpus contains 11 verbs that have the appropriate semantics but do not appear in the double object construction, 38 out of 49 is sufficient. This accounts for children's overgeneralization errors such as "I said her no": say, as a verb of communication, meets the semantic criterion and is thus automatically used in the double-object construction. However, this stage of productivity is only developmentally transient. Analysis of larger speech corpora, which are reflective of the vocabulary size and input experience of more mature English speakers, shows that the once productive mapping between the transferred possession semantics and the double-object syntax cannot be productively maintained. The lower-frequency verbs such as donate, which are unlikely to be learned by young children, thus will not participate in the double-object construction. For say, the learner will only follow its usage in the adult input, thereby successfully retreating from the overgeneralization of "I said her no".

4. Language acquisition in the light of biological evolution

We hope that our brief review has illustrated the kinds of rich empirical results that have been forthcoming from decades of cross-linguistic research. Like all scientific theories, our understanding of language acquisition will always remain a work in progress as we seek a more precise and deeper understanding of child language. At the same time, theories of linguistic structures and child language acquisition also contribute to the study of second language acquisition and teaching (see White, 2003; Slabakova, 2016). In this section, we offer some specific suggestions and speculations on the future prospects of acquisition research from the biolinguistic perspective.

4.1. Merge, cognition, and evolution

While anatomically modern humans diverged from our closest relatives some 200,000 years ago (McDougall et al., 2005), the emergence of language use was probably later—80–100,000 years, as suggested by the dating of the earliest undisputed symbolic artifacts (Henshilwood et al., 2002; Vanhaeren et al., 2006) although the Basic Property of language (i.e., Merge) may have been available as early as 125,000 years ago, when the ancestral Khoe-San groups diverged from human lineages and have remained genetically largely isolated (see Huybregts, this issue). In any case, the emergence of language is a very recent evolutionary event: it is thus highly unlikely that all components of human language, from phonology to morphology, from lexicon to syntax, evolved independently and incrementally during this very short span of time. Therefore, a major impetus of current linguistic research is to isolate the essential ingredient of language that is domain specific and can plausibly be attributed to the minimal evolutionary changes in the recent past. At the same time, we need to identify principles and constraints from other domains of cognition and perception which interact with the computation of linguistic structure and language acquisition and which may have more ancient evolutionary lineages (Chomsky, 1995, 2001; Hauser et al., 2002)

As reviewed earlier, the findings in language acquisition support Merge as the Basic Property of language (Berwick and Chomsky, 2016). A sharp discontinuity is observed across species. Children create and use compositional structures as seen in babbling, phoneme acquisition, and the first use of multiple word combinations, including home signers who do not have a systematic input model. Our closest relative such as Nim can only store and retrieve fragments of fixed expressions, even though animals (Terrace et al., 1979; Kaminski et al., 2004; Pepperberg, 2009) are capable of forming associations between sounds and meanings (which are likely quite different from word meanings in human language; see Bloom, 2004). This key difference, which we believe is due to the species-specific capacity that is conferred on humans by Merge, casts serious doubt on proposals that place human language along a continuum of computational systems in other species, including recapitulationist proposals that view children's language development as retracing the course of language evolution (e.g., Bickerton, 1995; Studdert-Kennedy, 1998; Hurford, 2011). Similarly, the hierarchical properties of Merge stand in contrast with the properties in the visual and motor systems, which have been suggested to be related to linguistic structures and evolution (Arbib, 2005; Fitch and Martins, 2014). It is not sufficient to draw analogies between visual representation or motor planning to the structure of language. The hierarchical nature of language has been established by rigorous demonstrations—for instance, with tools from the theory of formal language and computation—that simpler systems such as finite state concatenation or context-free systems are in principle inadequate (Chomsky, 1956; Huybregts, 1976; Sieber, 1985). Even putting the structural aspects of language aside and focusing only on the properties of strings, we have seen a convergence of results from very different formal models of grammar to suggest that human language lies in the complexity class known as mildly context-sensitive languages (Joshi et al., 1991; Stabler, 1996; Michaelis, 1998). At the very minimum, the reductionist accounts of language evolution need to formalize the structural properties of the visual or motor system and demonstrate their similarities with language.

It is also important to clarify that the Basic Property refers to the capacity of recursive Merge. As a matter of logic, this does not imply that infinite recursion must be observed in every aspect of every human language. One needn't wander far from the familiar Indo-European languages to see this point. Consider the contrast in the NP structures between English and German:

(9) a. Maria’s neighbor’s friend’s house
b. Marias Nachbars Freundin’s Haus

In English, a noun phrase allows unlimited embedding of possessives as in (9a). In German, and in most Germanic languages (Nevins, Pesetsky, and Rodrigues, 2009), the embedding stops at level 1 (9b) and does not extend further, as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (9c). Presumably, German children do not allow the counterpart to (9a) because they do not encounter sufficient evidence that enables such an inductive generalization, whereas English children do: this constitutes an interesting language acquisition problem in its own right. But no one would suggest that German, or a German-learning child, lacks the capacity for infinite embedding on the basis of (9). Similar patterns can be found in the numeral systems across languages. The languages familiar to the readers all have an infinite number system, perhaps a fairly recent cultural development, but one that has deep structural similarities across languages (Hofvand, 1975). At the same time, there are languages with a small and finite number of numerals that in turn affect the native speaker's numerical performance (Gordon, 2004; Pica et al., 2004; Dehaene, 2011). All the same, the ability to acquire an infinite numerical system (in a second language; Gelman and Butterworth, 2005) or infinite embedding in
any linguistic domain (Hale, 1976) is unquestionably present in all language speakers.

Once Merge became available, all the other properties of language should fall into place. This is clearly the simplest evolutionary scenario, and it invites us to search for deeper and more general principles, including constraints from nonlinguistic domains, that underlie the structural properties of language uncovered by the past few decades of generative grammar research, including those that play a crucial role in the acquisition of language reviewed earlier. However, to avoid Panglossian fallacies, the connection between language and other domains of cognition is compelling only if it offers explanations for very specific properties of language. Empirical details matter, and they must be assessed on a case-by-case basis. For example, it has been suggested that social development (e.g., theory of mind) plays a causal role in the development and evolution of language (Tomaselli, 2003). To be credible, however, this approach must provide a specific account of the structural and developmental properties of language currently attributed to Merge and Universal Grammar, such as those reviewed in these pages. In fact, the social approach to language does not fare well on much simpler problems. For instance, it has been suggested that social and pragmatic inference may serve as an alternative to constraints specifically postulated for the learning of word meanings (Bloom, 2000). Social cues may indeed play an important role in word learning: for example, young children direct attention to objects by following the eye-gaze of the caretaker (Baldwin, 1991). At the same time, blind children without access to similarly rich social cues nevertheless manage to acquire vocabulary in strikingly similar ways as sighted children (Landau and Gleitman, 1984). Over the years, accounts based on social and pragmatic learning (e.g., Diesendruck and Markson, 2001) have been suggested to replace the powerful Mutual Exclusivity constraint (Markman and Wachtel, 1988), according to which labels are expected to be uniquely associated with objects. In our assessment, the constraint-based approach still provides a broader account of word learning than the social/pragmatic account (Markman et al., 2003; Halberda, 2003), especially in light of studies involving word learning by children with autism spectrum disorders (de Marchena et al., 2011).

More challenging for the research program suggested here is the fact of language variation. Why are there so many different languages even though the cognitive capacities across human individuals are largely the same? Why do we find the locus of language variation along certain specific dimensions but not others? For example, why does verb placement across languages interact with tense, as we have seen in the structure and acquisition of English and French, but not with valency (the number of arguments for a verb)? What is the conceptual basis for the rich array of adverbal expressions that are nevertheless rigidly structured in specific syntactic positions (Cinque, 1999)? The noun gender system across languages, to varying degrees, is based on biological gender, even though it has been completely formalized in some languages where gender assignment is arbitrary. Conceivably, gender is an important distinction rooted in human cognition. However, we are not aware of any language that has grammaticialized colors to demarcate adjective classes, even though color categorization is also a profound feature of cognition and perception. Indeed, while parameters are very successful in the comparative studies of language and have direct correlates in the quantitative development of language (Section 3.2), they are unlikely to have evolved independently and thus may be the reflex of Merge and the property of the sensorimotor system that must impose a sequential order when realizing language in speech or signs. We can all agree that the simpler conception of language with a reduced innate component is evolutionarily more plausible—which is exactly the impetus for the Minimalist Program of language (Chomsky, 1995). But this requires working out the details of specific properties so richly documented in the structural and developmental studies of languages. Le biologiste passe, la grenouille reste.

4.2. The mechanisms of the language acquisition device

In the concluding paragraphs, we briefly discuss three computational mechanisms that play significant roles in language acquisition. They all appear to follow more general principles of learning and cognition, including principles that are not restricted to language, such as principles of efficient computation (Chomsky, 2005).

First, language acquisition involves the distributional analysis of the linguistic input, including the creation of linguistic categories. It was suggested long ago (Harris, 1955; Chomsky, 1955) that higher-level linguistic units such as words and morphemes might be identified by the local minima of transitional probabilities over adjacent low-level units such as syllables and phonemes. Indeed, eight-month-old infants can use transitional probability to segment words in artificial language (Saffran et al., 1996). While similar computational mechanisms have been observed in other learning tasks and domains (Saffran et al., 1999; Fiser and Aslin, 2001), they seem constrained by domain-specific factors (Turk-Browne et al., 2005) including prosodic structures in speech (Johnson and Jusczyk, 2001; Yang, 2004; Shukla et al., 2011). Similarly, in the much-studied acquisition of English past tense acquisition, recent work (Yang, 2002; Stockall and Marantz, 2006) suggests that the irregular verbs are learned and organized into classes whose membership is arbitrary and closed (Chomsky and Halle, 1968). For instance, an irregular verb class is characterized by the rule that changes the rime to “ought”, which applies to bring, buy, catch, seek, teach, and think and nothing else. As such, children’s acquisition of past tense contains virtually no errors of the irregular patterns despite phonological similarities: they do not produce gling-glang/glang following sing-sang/sung in experimental studies using novel words (Berko, 1958), nor do they produce errors such as hatch-haught following catch-caught in natural speech (Xu and Pinker, 1995). The only systematic errors are the extension of productive rules such as hold-held (Marcus et al., 1992); see Yang (2016) for proposals of how productivity is acquired. The rule-based approach to morphological learning seems surprising because the irregular verbs in English form very small classes: the direct association between the stem and the past-tense form is a simpler approach (Pinker and Ullman, 2002; McClelland and Patterson, 2002). But children’s persistent creation of arbitrary classes recalls strategies from the study of categorization. Specifically, there is striking similarity between morphological learning and the one-dimensional sorting bias (e.g., Medin et al., 1987), where all experimental subjects categorically group objects by some attribute rather than seeking to construct categories on the basis of overall similarity.

In the case of English past tense, the privileged dimension for category creation seems to be the shared morphological process: bring, buy, catch, seek, teach, and think are grouped together because they undergo the same change in past tense (“ought”). Such cases are commonplace in the acquisition of language. For example, Gaiglardi and Lidz (2014) studied the acquisition of noun class in Tsez, a northeastern Caucasian language spoken in Dagestan. Tsez nouns are divided into four classes, each with distinct agreement and case reflexes in the morphosyntactic system. Analysis of speech corpus shows that the semantic properties of nouns provide statistically strong cues for noun class membership. However, children choose the statistically weak phonological cues to noun classes. Taken together, distributional learning is broadly implicated in language acquisition while its effectiveness relies on adapting to the specific constraints in each linguistic domain.
Second, language acquisition incorporates probabilistic learning mechanisms widely used in other domains and species. This is especially clear in the selection of parametric choices in the acquisition of syntax. Traditionally, the setting of linguistic parameters was conjectured to follow discrete and domain-specific learning mechanisms (Gibson and Wexler, 1994; Tesar and Smolensky, 1998). For example, the learner is identified with one set of parameter values at any time. Incorrect parameter settings, which will be contradicted by the input data, are abandoned and the learner moves on to a different set of parameter values. This on-or-off (“triggering”) conception of parameter setting, however, is at odds with the gradual acquisition of parameters (Valian, 1991; Wang et al., 1992).

Indeed, the developmental correlates of parameters that were reviewed in Section 2.2, including the quantitative effect of specific input data that disambiguate parametric choices, only follow if parameter setting is probabilistic and gradual. A recent development, the variational learning model (Yang, 2002), proposes that the setting of syntactic parameters involves learning mechanisms first studied in the mathematical psychology of animal learning (Bush and Mosteller, 1951). Parameters are associated with probabilities: parameter choices consistent with the input data are rewarded and those inconsistent with the input data are penalized. On this account, the developmental trajectories of parameters are determined by the quantity of disambiguating evidence along each parametric dimension, in a process akin to Natural Selection where the space of parameters provide an adaptive landscape. Children’s systematic errors that defy the input data, as in the phenomenon of subject/object omission by children acquiring English and the English scope assignments that are generated by children acquiring Chinese, are attributed to non-target parametric options before their ultimate demise. The computational mechanism is the same—for a rodent running a T-maze and for a child setting the head-directionality parameter—even though the domains of application cannot be more different. Along similar lines, recent work suggests that probabilistic learning mechanisms also add robustness to word learning. In a series of studies, Gleitman, Trueswell, and colleagues have demonstrated that when subjects learn word-referent associations, they do not keep track of all co-occurrence relations in the environment as previously supposed (e.g., Yu and Smith, 2007) but selectively attend to a small number of hypotheses (Medina et al., 2011; Trueswell et al., 2013). Adapting the variational learning model for word learning, Stevens et al. (2016) show that associating probabilities with these hypotheses significantly broadens the coverage of experimental findings, and the resulting model outperforms much more complex computational models of word learning (e.g., Frank et al., 2009) when tested on corpora of child-directed English input.

Third, the inductive learning mechanism for language appears grounded in the principle of computational efficiency. Examples of computational efficiency include computing the shortest possible movement of a constituent, and keeping to a minimum the number of copies of expressions that are pronounced. Where efficient computation competes with parsing considerations, efficient computation apparently wins. For example, in resolving ambiguities, providing a copy of the displaced constituent in filler-gap dependencies would clearly help the parser and therefore aid the listener or reader in identifying the intended meanings of ambiguous sentences. However, the need to minimize copies, to satisfy computational efficiency, apparently carries more weight than does the ease of comprehension, so copies of moved constituents are deleted despite the potential difficulties in comprehension that may ensue. Similar considerations of parsimony can be traced back to the earliest work in generative grammar (Chomsky, 1955/1975; Chomsky, 1965): the target grammar is selected from a set of candidates by the use of an evaluation metric. One concrete formulation favors the most compact descriptions of the input corpus, which has been developed in the machine learning literature as the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle (Rissanen, 1978). The Subset Principle (Angluin, 1980; Berwick, 1985) requires the learner to generalize as conservatively as possible. It thus also follows the principle of simplicity, by forcing the learner to consider the hypothesis with the smallest extension possible.

The Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016) approaches the problem of efficient computation from the perspective of real-time language processing. The calculus for productivity is motivated by reaction time studies of how language speakers process rules and exceptions in morphology. There is evidence that to generate or process words that follow a productive rule (e.g., cat which takes the regular plural —s), the exceptions (i.e., foot, people, sheep etc.) must be evaluated and rejected—much like an IF-THEN-ELSE statement in programming languages. An increase in the number of exceptions correspondingly leads to processing delay for the rule-following items. The productive threshold (θ) is analytically derived by comparing the expected processing cost of having a productive rule with a list of exceptions and that of having no productive rule at all where all items are listed. In other words, the learner chooses a grammar that results in faster processing time. In addition to the empirical cases discussed in Yang (2016), the Tolerance Principle provides a plausible account of why children are such adept language learners. The threshold function (N/lnN) entails that if a rule is evaluated on a smaller set of words (N), the number of tolerable exceptions is a larger proportion of N. That is, the productivity of rules is easier to detect if the learner has a small vocabulary—as in the case of young children. The approach dovetails with the suggestion from the developmental literature that it may be to the learner’s advantage to “start small” (Elman, 1993; Newport, 1990).

Again, language learning needs to be simple.

We hope to have conveyed some new results and syntheses, although necessarily selectively, from the many exciting research developments that continue to enhance our understanding of child language acquisition. While the connection with linguistics and psychology has always been central, language acquisition is now increasingly engaged with computational linguistics, comparative cognition, and neuroscience. The growth of language is nothing short of a miracle: the full scale of linguistic complexity in a toddler’s grammar still eludes linguistic scientists and engineers alike, despite decades of intensive research. Considerations from the perspective of human evolution have placed even more stringent conditions on a plausible theory of language. The integration of formal and behavioral approaches, and the articulation of how language is situated among other cognitive systems, will be the defining theme for language acquisition research in the years to come.
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